Aurora borealis over the lighthouse-keeper’s residence on Sula island. Photo: Elin Hagestande

SULA LIGHTHOUSE ARTIST
Applications: 31st May 2018
Two artists will be awarded the new Sula Scholarship in 2018. It covers a month's stay for each of
the artists. The application deadline is 31st May. The winners will be announced at the Sula
Festival on 29th June 2018.
The Sula Lighthouse Foundation can offer the artists accommodation in the old lighthouse
between 1st September 2018 and 31st May 2019.

Who can apply?
Artists working in the areas of film, photography, painting, sculpture, music, books, design and
other creative professions, are welcome to apply to us. At least one work should be traced to the
island, but the Foundation hopes the artist’s stay can be an opportunity for new ideas and maybe
an exhibition.

What is our offer?
The foundation supports artists with accommodation and workplaces on the island. In addition,

Sula is one of 5400 small island outside Trondheim in Norway and is called: The little town at sea.
Photos: Ola Flyum/Åge Winge (right)

we have exhibition space and can contribute to publicity in the press and social media. Artists are
expected to cover their own food and costs for travel to and from Sula.
The lighthouse-residence is operated as a communal hotel with 16 beds, two kitchens, two
living rooms and three bathrooms. Originally there were three families living here.
Each artist has a separate bedroom. Our experience to date is that the artists outside the season
will get the majority of the accommodation for themselves, but in the weekend they may have to
share the common areas. http://www.sulafyr.com/accommodation

Host for artists
The Sula Lighthouse Foundation also employs a host who will be available during the stay and can
provide practical support, guidance and local tours. The artists can even use a rowing boat for
fishing and smaller trips.

Who are we?
The Sula Lighthouse Foundation is a social
organization established in 2004. The living
quarters were almost destroyed, but people
on the island and others worked together
and restored the buildings on a voluntary
basis. More info: https://
www.visitnorway.com/listings/sulalighthouse/175072/
Tom Kjærås and Evelyn Ovesen is in charge of
SulaKultur and will be the artists hosts. Here
photographed on top of Sula.
http://www.sulakultur.com/
Email: post@sulakultur.com
Phone: +4790662401

During the past four years we have had a
number of artists visiting Sula through a
collaboration with Lademoen Artist
Workshops. From 2018 we have chosen to
focus on fewer artists with longer stays. More

Tove Cecilie Fasting is responsible for Sula Lighthouse accommodation. She also runs the pub Terna
Brygge, and is also a freelance journalist and author. Phone: 905 33 360. E-mail.
tove@tovececiliefasting.com (Photo: Åge Winge)
Ola Flyum is the current head of Sula Lighthouse Foundation and is by profession journalist, author and
film director. Email: ola.flyum@gmail.com

about Sula artists-in-residence: http://www.sulafyr.com/artist-in-residence/ https://
sulakunst.wordpress.com/artists/

Where is Sula?
The island is part of an archipelago consisting of 5,400 islands outside Trondheim in SørTrøndelag. The small island, with its 57 permanent residents, is located in the Frøya municipality –
almost as far west as you can get in Norway. More travel information: http://www.sulafyr.com/
getting-here/

Foundation's artist council
The foundation has established a council of cultural workers to participate in the assessments of
incoming applicants. Everyone has a relationship with Sula and represents film, photography,
music, painting and international artistic networks.
-

Mette Grindstad Fyen - http://www.villrips.com/400064279
Tine Skolmen - https://no.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tine_Skolmen
Mari Nilsen Neira - http://www.pokalen.net/marinilsenneira/
Ivor Stodolsky - http://www.perpetualmobile.org/about/?lang=en
Left: Tine
Skolmen og
Mette Grindstad
Fyen.
Right: Ivor
Stodolsky born in
USA, but
resident in
France, made
the summer of
2016 a film on
Sula lighthouse.
Photos: Ola

How to apply?
Send the application to Ola Flyum at the Stiftelsen Sula fyr ( Sula Lighthouse Foundation)
Email: post@sulafyr.com or phone: (+47) 97110574.
We need the following information:
1. CV.
2. How long will you stay and when you will come? Please provide three options, arranged as 1st,
2nd and 3rd choices.
3. Relevant documentation of artistic work: Images, even web links etc.
4. A short project description, containing ideas for your work.
The application deadline is 31st May 2018. The Foundation Sula Lighthouse
will choose among the applications.

